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reading, he assumed no "airs". No one could apologize
more generously; and always he held that "they who alter
no opinion, correct no mistake". No man or institution,
he knew, can "corner" truth, and he would have agreed
wholly with Tagore: "If you shut your door to all error,
Truth will be shut out!"
But not to his logical acumen, tenacious memory, or
well-stored mind did Barnardo owe his phenomenal
power; rather was it to a singleness of purpose, intensified
by a red-hot earnestness and a volcanic vehemence of soul.
He disowned all kinship to Professor Dry-Dust: his mind
worked in closest co-operation with his heart; and the latter,
not the former, first urged him forward as the Champion of
the Destitute Child. His conversion meant the dedication of
his every talent to Christ's Kingdom: therefore, never could
he compromise with his conscience, and a thousand incidents
show that he was incapable of choosing simply the easy
course. To him all problems were essentially moral: "Is a
certain course right or wrong?"
By nature Barnardo was endowed with quick perception,
with imagination, originality and courage; with a marked
individuality, an affectionate disposition, and an unusually
systematic mind. By concentrated effort he developed a
rare power of vision, the art of terse, vigorous expression,
an uncanny command of detail, a mighty organizing
ability, a rare faculty for "placing" workers, and an audacity
of action which often left his associates gasping with awe.
His cab was known throughout East London as "The
Flying Scotsman"—a name symbolic of more than his cab.
Nevertheless, it would be folly to suggest that Barnardo
was free from the faults of his qualities. He was autocratic,
impetuous, peremptory, highly emotional and impatient
of restraint even from his own Committee; and being a Titan
for work, he expected of his associates more than they could
reasonably be asked to perform. Again, by no leap of
imagination, could caution or expediency be included among

